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I. I NTRODUCTION 

This paper reviev/s the theory of how a horizontally stratified ocean 

bottom interacts with acoustic energy to effect sonar systems. At 

frequencies associated with active sonars ('" 2.5 to 15 kHz) the theory is 

well in hand although the bottom sediments may not be. That is, we are 

dealing only \'Jith thetop 10 meters or so of sediment v/hich may be some-

what variable. 

In working with active sonar problems we usually use ray theory as 

shown in Fig. 1. The sound field is made up of contributions of rays that 

travel from the source to the receiver. On the right hand side of Fig. 1 

we show two neighboring rays that bracket the rece~ver at range r. Thus 

there is an eigen-ray somewhere betvJeen these that travels precisely from 

the source "to the receiver. Call this the nth eigen-ray. The magnitude 

of the ray is An and its phase is 8n. In the equations the terms that are 

not defined in the figure are R the reflection coefficient, w the angular 

frequency, v the sound speed l dl a path length along the ray, and m is the 

number of times the ray has touched a caustic. It is clear that the sedi-

ments interact with the sound field through the bottom reflection coefficient 

R, which is a complex number. The pressure carried by the ray is reduced by 

a factor equal to the modulus of R and the phase of the ray is advanced by 

the argument ofR. In experimental work we can measure A and then " n 
detennine IRI from the equation for An' 

In this paper we define R to b~ the plane wave reflection coefficient. 

As a matter of academic interest it could be argued that we should really 

be using a spherical reflection coefficient. This matter is discussed in 

Appendix A of the written paper. It is sufficient to say here that at high 
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frequencies the plane and spherical coefficients are essentially equal. 

At low frequencies the ray theory breaks down and we cannot separate the 

sound into packets that have a well defined trajectorY. As shown in 

Appendix A we can write the direct ~nd bottom reflected sound field at any 

frequency in terms of the plane wave reflection coefficient R. 

The normal mode form of the wave theory representation, required for 

low frequency calculations, is shown in Fig. 2, (Bucker, 1970). The source 

is at depth Zo and range zero and the receiver is at depth z and range r. 

The depth function U is a sum of linearly independent solutions of the z-

separated part of the wave equation and k is the horizontal wave number. 

The kn are those values of k for which U satisfies the boundary conditions. 

Consider the water near the bottom to have a constant sound ~peed vb' Then 

the z-component solution for the layer can be written as a down-going plane 

wave exp(itb z) and an up-going plane wave exp(-iJ.b z) multiplied by the 

plane \<Jave reflection coefficient R. Small t sub b, t b, is the vertical 

wave number. We can find the values of the ~oefficients A and B by requiring 

the usual interface conditions at depth zp' These are that the pressure 

(pau/at) and the vertical component of particle velocity (au/az) must be 

continuous functions. We solve these two equations and take the limit 

zp + zb to obtain the values of A and B.shown in Fig. 3. 

speed layer has been removed from the problem as zp +zb' 

in the solution in A and B. 

Note that the iso-

However R rema.ins 

Before proceedi ng to the model s it shaul d be noted that \l/hen "'Jorking 

with active sonar systems \'le are sometimes interested in t)~ansient phenomena 

and need to know the time dependent response of the bottom. We will not 

cover these topics at this time but refer you to the excellent series of 
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papers by Ole Hastrup (Hastrup, 1966a, 1966b, 1968, 1969, 1970; Hastrup 

and Schunk, 1967) here at SACLANTCENTER. We will concentrate on plane wave 

sinusoidal solutions. Of course spherical waves can be formed by super-

posit~on of plane waves, and transient signals can be made up of sinu-

soidal signals. 
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I I. PLANE WAVE REFLECTION COEFFICIENTS 

A. Li qui d 

The most simple model of the bottom sediments is the Rayleigh model 

(Officer, 1958). The sediments are replaced by a liquid half-space. In 

Fig. 4 we have a velocity potential function ~(zl)' - 00 < z, ~ 0, that is 

the sum of a down-going plane wave exp i(iO zl + kx - wt) and a reflected 

up-going plane wave R exp i(-iO zl + kx - wt). Here k is the horizontal 

wave number, k = (w/vO) cos YO' where w is the angular frequency, Vo js 

the sound 5peed in the water half-space, and YO is the grazing angle of 

the incident and reflected wave. Also, iO is the vertical wave number, 

iO = (w/vO) sin YO' and R is the plane wave reflection coefficient. In the 

sediment half-space the velocity potential function ~(zl)' '0 2 zl < (Xl 

represents a down-going wave T exp i(il zl + kx - wt). Here T is the 
222 transmission c02fficient and i l is defined by the equation i l = (w/vl ) - k , 

where vl is the sound speed in the sediment half-space. In order to satisfy 

the Summer.feld radiation condition i l is taken as the root of i1
2 that lies 

in the first quadrant of the complex plane. 

He can now calculate R, and T if desired, by requiring that the sound 

pressure (equal to p(a~/at), where p is the denSity) and the vertical 

component of particle velocity (equal to d~/dZ) be continuous across the 

interface at zl = O. Solving these two equations for R results in the 

familiar Rayleigh reflection coefficient. 
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where Po and Pl are the density in the water half-space and in the sediment 

half-space respectively. 

If sediment sound speed is greater than the water sound speed then 

there will be no bottom loss, i.e. mod{R) = 1, for grazing angles less than 

or equal to the critical angle YOC which is defined by the equation 

cos YO~ = vO/vl' As YO varies from 0 to YOC the phase shift changes from 

-180° to 0° as shown in Fig, 5 where we have plotted the modulus of R, the 

phase shift (i.e. the argument of R), and bottom-loss (i.e. - 20 logio 

[mod{R)]) as a function of grazing angle. The example corresponds to coarse 

sand from the continental terrace in Hamilton's tables (Hamilton, 1974a), 

The value of vl/vO is 1.201, corresponding to a critical angle of 33.6°, and 

the value of Pl/PO is 2.034. 

If the sediment sound speed is less than the water sound speed then 

the losses are much higher for the small grazing angles. At the angle of 

intromission YOI' which is defined by the equation 

R is zero, or all sound energy is transmitted into the sediment half-space. 

The phase shift is -180° for YO < YOI shifting abruptly to 0° for YO > YOI' 

Fry and Raitt (Fry and Raitt, 1961) measured this phase shift for deep sea 

Pacific sediments and by using knovm values of the density v/ere able to 

determine the sound speed of the near bottom sediments. 

Figure 6 shm'ls the values of mod(R), phase shift, and bottom loss ' for 

low speed bottom corresponding to silty-clay from a continental terrace. 

The sediment-water sound speed ratio is 0.994 and the sediment-water density 

ratio is 1,421. These set the angle of intermission at 6.3°, 
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The effect of sediment attenuation can be introduced into the model 

(Mackenzie, 1960) by modifying the equation for t12 as follows 

where a l is the attenuation of the sound wave in the sediment in dB per 

unit length. In Fig. 7 we have plotted the bottom loss as a function of 

Yo for the case where the sediment sound speed is greater than the water 

speed for several values of a l . Hamilton (1972, 1974) has derived a simple 

empirical formula that relates a to sediment porosity and frequency. 

Figure 8 shows the effect of increasing absorption for the low speed 

bottom. The essential effect is the removal of the peak in the bottom loss 

curve at the angle of intermission. 

B ~ So 1 i d 

The liquid model of the bottom may be used in crude calculations, 

hQ\lJever, we do knov·J that sediments have rigidity and we must account for 

this in accurate calculations. An isotropic sediment layer can be ~escribed 

by three sediment parameters (as show!1 in Fig. 9), the density p and the 

blo Lame constants lambda and mu, (EI'Iing, \lardetsky, and Press, 1957). 

The density can be measured directly but lambda and mu are determined by 

the speed and attenuation of the compressiona) and shear waves that 'travel 

in the sediment. These are related by two equations (Bucker et. al., 1965) 

2 2 = p{x - y p p 
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Here A and ~ are the Lame constants, p is the density, xp = 1.0/vp' 

yp = ap/(8.686 w), Xs = 1.0/vs ' Ys = as/(8.686 w), vp and Vs are sound 

speeds of the compressional wave and the shear wave respectively, and ap 
and as are the attenuation (in dB per unit length) of the compressional and 

shear waves. Given vp' vs ' ap and as we can solve directly for A and ~. 

If we do not know as then we can use the vp' vs and ap and the assumption 

of zero volume viscosity (i .e. Im(A) + (2/3)Im(~) = 0) to solve for A and 

~. If we do not knm" either Vs or as then we assume zero volume viscosity 

and an estimate of the rigidity (v.Je define rigidity = r = Re(~)/Re(A)) and 

then solve for A and~. Reflection of a plane wave from a solid half-space 

is shown in Fig. 10. A plane compressional wave is incident on the interface 

at grazing angle YO' There is a reflected wave in the water and a com-

pressional wave and a vertical)y polarized shear wave in the solid. 

Note that there .... --Ila::. been a simple chal1ge in notation .to conform \'iHh geo-

physical publicati~ms. Earlier vie formulated the problem in terms of the 

horizontal wave number k and the vertical wave number 1. Now the problems 

use the horizontal phase velocity c(c = w/k) and the parameter r which is . a 
equal to 1 divided by k. To solve for the three unknowns, R, T , and T , . P s 
we require the following three interface conditions: (i) continuity of 

pressure, (ii) continuity of vertical particle motion, and (iii) zero 

stress · on ··the xdirectfon 'onthe solid by th·ewater. ' Solution of ·the i-nter-

face equations results· in the well known expression for R 

R = (q-l)/(q+l) , 

l'ihere 
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Here Po and P1 are the density of the water and the solid respectively and 

the other quantities are defined as 

raO = [(c/vo)2 _ 1]1/2 

ra1 = [P1 c2/ ("1 + 211,) - 1]1/2 

[Pl 
2 "" 1]1/2 rSl = c /lll 

Y, = 2 2ll1/(Pl c ) and c = -w/k 

Roots are chosen so that raO' ral' and rSl lie ·in the first quadrant of 

the complei plane. 

In Fig. 11 we have plotted bottom loss, phase, and the modulus of 
( 

R as a function of grazing angle. For the case shown the ratios p,/PO' 

vr,/vO' and vs1/vO are 2.6, 4.46 and 2.57 respectively. The rigidity value, 

r, is equal to , .0. For all practical purposes the bottom loss is essen-

tially zero. There are two critical angles. The first, Yc~' comes when 

the horizontal phase velocity is equal to the shear speed. There are no 

losses for grazing angles less than Ycs ' The second critical angle, Yep' 

occurs It,hen the phase velocity is equal to the compressional sound speed. 

C. ~1ulti -Layer Liquid 

~'Je next \vant to consi der multi -"1 ayered sediment model s that can be 

u~ed either to represent actual l~yering (e.g. it is not uncommon to find 

alternating layers of sand and silt in shallol··J .... Jater) or to account for 
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gradients '. For the layered liquid case the solution is very simple. In 

Fig. 12 we have n sediment layers and a half-space labeled (n + 1). In 

each layer the potential function is the sum of an up- and a down-going 

plane wave (e '.g. <1>n - \ exp(i in Zn) + Bn exp{-i in Zn)) and in the half-

space the potential function represents a down-going wave (<1>n+1 = 
exp(i 1n+l zn+'))' If we let P represent the pressure (p = p<j» and Q the 

vertical component of particle ve10citY ,we can start at the interface 

between layer n and the half-space with the values of P and Q as shown at 

the top of Fig. 13. P, equal to p<j>, and Q, equal to d<1>/dz are easily 

evaluated at the n/(n+1) interface \~here zn+l is zero. Because P ,and Q 

are continuous functions they have the same values at the bottom of layer 

n (at zn = dn) that they have at the top of the half-space (at zn+l = 0). 
Therefore we can calculate An and Bn as shown in Fig. 13 and from these 

calculate P and Q at the top of layer n (at zn = 0). We continue working 

up the layers until we have values for Ao and BO from which the value of 

R is obtained, R = BO/AO' 

D. Multi-Layer Linear Gr~dient ' 

We consider now another method for modeling the change ~f sediment 

properties with depth due to increasing compaction and temp2rature. In 

th i s approach 'tie account for changes in' sound speed and dens ity by us i ng 

single or multiple liquid layers where Airy functions can be used to 

repres ent the sound en'ergy. Thi s method has been used by Morri s (~1orri s, 

1970) and also by Hanna (Hanna, 1973) to explain low values of bottom loss 

at sma 11 graz i ng ang 1 es and 10\11 frequency. In th is cas e we \1/i 11 us e a 

somev/hat different function leas shO\·m at the top of Fig. 14. The general 

wave ~quation for the case where there is variation in both sound speed 
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and density is shown on the second line (Brekhovskikh, 1960). Cap. K 

squared is defined on the third line. If cap~ K squared can be repre-

sented as a linear function of depth then the potential function--x...can be 

written as the sum of the Airy functions Ai and Bi. The argument of the 

Airy functions is defined in terms of the horizontal wave number k, the 

profile parameters KO .and S and the depth z by the relation shown in the 

6th line. To add the effect of absorption in the liquid an imaginary term 

ia/8.686 is added to KO as shown on the bottom line. 

A multi-layered model composed of linear K2 and constant K (constant 

sound speed) layers is shown in Fig. 15. vJe can start at the bottom, and 

work up through the layers using the interface conditions that the pressure 

and the vertical component of particle velocity are continuous functions. 

In this case P, equal to the pressure , is TP-x..and Q, equal to -iw ti mes 

the particle velocity, is p-l d(v'P-x)/dz. Note that i'n Fig. 15 we have 

made layer 2 a constant K layer. The ability to mix linear and constant 

layers is necessary in a general program because as the gradient, S, goes 

to zero the argument of the Airy functions increases without limit.· Thus 

depending on frequency, layer thickness, and computer word length there is 
.--' 

a minimum gradient that can be used. Layers with gradients smaller than 

this must be represented by constant K layers. 

Now that we have two models that account for gradients it will be 

instructive to see hO\'J they. compare. To do this consider fig. 16 . . On 

the left hand side our linear model has a sound speed that increases 

from 1500 m/sec at the water/sediment interface to 1800 m/sec at a 

sediment depth of 300 m which corresponds to an average sound speed . 
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gradient equal to (1800 - 1500) m/sec + 300 m, or 1 sec~l. The constant 

K model is shown for two layers. The layers have the same thickness and 

the sound speed at the center of the layers (i.e. at 75 and 225 m) is set 

equal to the sound speed of the linear layer at that depth. 

On the right hand side of Fig. 16 is a diagram that indicates the main 

physical events. Most of the energy either reflects at the surface or is 

refracted in the sediment because of the gradient. Morris (Morris, 1973) 

has used a ray description to calculate the energy in each path and compare 

the ray description with the wave model. Of course there are 2nd and 

higher order effects as indicated by the dashed arrows that are implicit 

in the wave model. 

In Fig. 17 we show our first comparison of the two models. For the 

calculations we used a frequency of 100 Hz, a density ratio (p in sediment)/ 

(p in ~/ater) equal to 2.0, and zero attenuation. The' reflection coefficient 

was calculate~ for grazing angles from 0° to 20° which are of interest in 

sound propagation. With zero attenuation both models return all sound to 

the water for these grazing angles so the modulus of R is 1.0 or the bottom 

loss is zero. Figure 17 shows plots of phase, i.e. the argument of R, 

for different cases. The curve marked L is for the linear K2 model, while 

the curves labeled 1, 3, or 10 correspond to 1, 3, or 10 constant K layers. 

The 10 layer case has a layer thickness of '"30 m which is equal to 2 wave-

lengths in the water. For 30 layers. (or a thickness of 0.67 A..ur) there is 

a maximum phase difference of 2.2~ at a grazing angle of 3.5° which cannot 

be, plotted on this scale. For lOa layers there is a maximum phase 

difference of 0.2°. 
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In Fig. 18 we are using the same models except that there is an 

attenuation of 0.05 dB/m in both models. As in the prev.ious case the 10 

layer model (thickness = 2 AJ has a maximum difference of -10° and the 30 

layer model has essentially the phase as the linear model. It is interest-

ing to note that the attenuation has slowed the phase change a considerable 

amount. This will have a noticeable effect on the I'/ave theory propagation 

models where a shift in phase of 360° will add a new mode to the sound 

field. (Bucker, 1964). 

To complete the comparison of the linear and constant layers, the 

bottom loss curves are shown in Fig. 19. The ore layer case has much less 

bottom loss because the sound speed is equal to the sound speed of the 

linear model at 150 m depth which is 1629.6 m/sec and corresponds to a 

critical angle greater than 20°. 

E. Multi-Layer Solid 

There are several approaches to the problem of modeling the sediment 

layers when there are significant changes of the sediment properties with 

depth. Gupta (1966a, 19~~b) has developed closed solutions for the case 

where the compression~l and shear velocity varies linearly with depth while 

the density remains constant. t,lore general variations can be treated with 

the . propasator method deve Toped by G~l bert and Bac!<us (1966). One p~ob 1 em 

of the propagator methbd is loss of accuracy when sediment penetration of 

many ~'lave1engths occurs. In the most recent programs at NJJC 'ile have chosen 

to model the variable sediment properties with many layers and to maintain 

accuracy by use of Knopoff1s fonnulation (Knopoff, 1964). 
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The multi-layer solid model is substantially more difficult than the 

JT1ulti-layer liquid model for two reasons. First there are twice as many 

waves (shear waves as well as compressional waves) and twice as many inter-

face conditions (continuity of horizontal components of stress and strain 

as well as continuity of vertical components of stress and strain). Second 

you cannot start at the bottom and work to the top. All of the layers 

have to be considered as a group. The ~ituation is shown in Fig. 20. 

There are an up- and a down-going compressional wave in the water, arr up- and 

a dOI'In-going compressional wave and an up- and a dOVJn-going shear wave in 

each solid layer, and down-going compressional and shear waves in the 

bottom half-space. We can arbitrarily set the coefficient An+l = 1, as 

shown, so that there are 4n + 3 unknmvn coefficients (AO' BO' A" Bl , C1, ... , 
Cn+l ), where n is the number of layers. There are also 4n + 3 interface 

conditions. Three conditions at the first interface '(continuity of vel'tical 

components of stress and strain and zero ' horizontal stress) and four 

conditions at all otrer interfaces (continuity of vertical and horizontal 

stress and strain). Since the interface conditions can be written as a 

set of li near homoge neous algebraic equatioffithe solution can be done using 

standard matrix inversion algorithms. This is not a practical method of 

solution when n is large because we would have to invert a matrix of 

(.4n + 3) 2 el ements and bee-a.use of loss ofa-c~tlr.aey :·pr0b 1 ems,; Jh.e; numb.er 

oJ terms in the proble'm can be kept under control by using transfer matrices 

that transfer the stress and strain at one interface of a layerto the 

other interface. This method was develbped by Thomson (1950). For the 

problem of sound transmission through plates and extended by Bucker, 
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~Jhitney, Vee, and Gardner (1965) to include wave attenuation for the problem 

of bottom reflection. A serious drawback of the transfer matrix method is 

that it also suffers from loss of accuracy problems. 

Fortunately the accuracy problems can be solved using methods developed 

by the geophysicists for earthquake problems (Thrower, 1965; Dunkin, 1965; 

Watson, 1970; Schwab, 1970). This is discussed in Appendix B. The results 

are summarized in Fig. 21. For a layered structure of the same form that 

we have for the bottom reflection problem there are natural vibrations at 

frequenci es corr:-espondi n9 to zeroe~ of a determi nant, II1R I, call ed the 

Rayleigh determinant. The geophysicists have developed very fast and 

accurate methods for calculating 16RI. In Appendix B we show that the 

reflection coefficient .,'::an be written as R = (Pl raO 16RI - POI6SI)/ 

(Pl raO l6RI + pol6sl) where 16s1 is the same as [6R[ except for row 1. 

Thus we can use the sophisticated methods of the geophysicists to solve 

our problem. vie do have to generalize the equation~to account for 

attenuation which is . neglected at earthquake frequencies. 

Figure 22 is a plot of bottom loss for a model of 100 layers. -The 

curve labeled L is for the liquid layer model (itis also the bottom loss 

curve for the linear model). The other curves are for a 100 layer solid 

model with different values of rigidity~ FOI~ r = 0 the curve is quite 

similar to the liquid fllodel except that there is slightly more ·105S due 

to some conversion of compressional \!laves lnto shear waves. As the rigidity 

increases there are 10l-Jer losses than the liquid model at very small 

giazing, angles and higher losses than the liquid model at larger grazing 

angles. Most likely the propagation to long ranges would be better for 

the r = 0.1 curve th~n for the liquid model. 
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III. COMPARISON WITH EXPERIMENT 

The U.S. Navy has been concerned about the operation of bottom bounce 

sonars over the last t""enty years. It is therefore not surprising that 

there have been a large number of laboratory reports on bottom loss, many 

of which are classified. 

At the Unde~/ater Sound Laboratory in New London (now NUSC-NL) the 
. . 

research work has concentrated on problems associated with the SQS-26 sonar . . 
, 

Significant papers have been published by Karamargin (1962), Cole (1965), 

Menotti, Santaniello, and Schumacher (1965). 

At the Naval Undersea Center at San Diego most of the work has 

centered on data collected during three FASOR (fo~,ard area sonar research) 

cruises. Data \-las collected in over 90 stretegic areas in tile Hestern 

Pacific Ocean, in contiguous seas and basins~ and in the Indian Ocean. 

Most of the journal reports have been written by Hamilton (on sediment 

properties, (Hamilton, 1974a, b) and by Bucker and Morris (on calculation of 

the plane wave reflection coefficient, (Bucker et.al., 1965; Morris, 1970, 

1973)). 

At the Appl i ed Research Laboratory (Univ. of Tt~xas) sediment properties 

have been measured by Hampton (1967) and bottom reflection calculations 

have .been, .r.ePQrteQPy Banard" ,Ba.rdi.T1~ .and H.eqlpki ns. (J 964) . A.l so~ Frev 

(1967) has published a . biblio~raphy on the reflection and scattering of 

sound from the ocean bottom. 

At SACLANTCEN the work of Hastrup has been already cited. More recently 

there have been significant reports by Tuncay Akal (1972,1974). 

We will illustrate the a0reement between experimental data and calcu-

lated values of. bottom l()ss \'Jith some NUC data from the FASOR cruis.es. In 
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the first case, Fig. 23, data is from an abyssal hill province in the North-

east Pacific' and the frequency is 1.6 kHz. noJo calculated curves are shown, 

one with a gradient and one with constant sound speed. The gradient model 

provi des a some\'/hat better fi t but there is not a 1 arge di fference between 

the two. In the next figure, Fig. 24, the frequency has been reduced to 

200 Hz and it is clear that there is refracted energy responsible for the 

small values of bottom loss that is not · included in the iso-speed model. 

Our 1 as t exampl e, Fi g. 25, is from the Coral Sea. The frequency is 

50 Hz. At the lo\'/er grazing angles we see some negative bottom losses in the 

experimental data. This could be due to an error in the assummed source level 

of the explosive charges or some inacurracy in the analysis. We feel that 

a more fundamental problem is in doing an analysis of 50 Hz bottom loss. 

At very 10'</ frequenci es we are concerned \'Ji th passi ve systems whi ch process 

essentially CW signals. Also the received signal is made up of all 

possible paths that can travel from the source to the receiver. The per-

fonnance of operational systems can be accurately simulated "lith a CH 

source. The measured results can then be compared to wave theory calcula-

tions involving plane wave reflection coefficients as discussed before. 

It should be easy to determine the sensitivity of the acoustic field to 

bottom interaction and the accuracy of the reflection coefficient. By intro-

duci ng: the: .. bottom l{)ss ·'lJIeasurements . w;'~h t.h:e e;xpl os.ive . .charges .. we . ha.v~. 

unnecessarily complicated our analysis problem. 
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IV. SUMMARY 
~le began this revie\'1 with the ray theory equations and the problem of 

a bottom bounce sonar. As far as levels are concerned this problem is mostly 

solved. With a good description of the upper 10 m or so of sediments a 

reflection coefficient can be calculated, conv~rted to bottom loss and used 

in a ray theory description of the sound field. There are probably cases 

where the bottom is so rough that this direct approach is not applicable, 

but in the data that we have worked with, it does. 

Several models of varying complexity for .calcu1ating the plane wave 

bottom reflection coefficient have been discussed. The most general model 

is composed of an almost unlimited number of solid layers with attenuation 

and should represent any reasonably uniform sediment structure. 

At lower frequencies (e.g. below 2 kHz) we begin to see an appreciable 

amount of energy that is refracted from the positive gradients in the sedi-

ments. The sediment parameters must be defined to a ~epth at least as deep 

as the . refracting sound field . . This requires several hundred meters of 

sediment data. A 1 so at the lower frequenci es the forma 1 ism of ray 'theory 

begins to break down as the bottom and direct wave fronts begin to interact. 

We suggest that at low frequencies the standard shot runs and bottom loss 

curves are not useful and that we shou1'd consider CW experiments where the 

total sound field is measured and compared to wave theory calculations that 

contain bottom interaction in the plane wave reflection coefficient. 
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VI I. APPENDI CES 

APPENDIX A: Formulation of the Sound Field Using the Plane ~Jave Reflection 
Coefficient R 

The general form of the sound field can be written as a sum of cylin-

drical waves in the fonn (Bucker, 1970) 

1jJ = ): - 2 U(zo)V(z) H- l JO(kr) kdk 

(zO .2 z .2 zb) 

where 

The zero depth, source depth, receiver depth, and bottom depth are 0, zO' 

z and zb respectively. The zero depth may be set at the air-water inter-

face or at some other convenient point. It represents the depth above 

which no sound is refracted or reflected to the receiver. The horizontal 

wave number is k, r is the horizontal distance between the source and 

receiver, JO is the Bessel function of the first kind of orderzero~ U is 

a solution of the z-separated part of the wave equation [i.e. U" = 
(k2 -t}/i(z))U] that satisfies the boundary condition at z = 0, and v 

is a solution of the z-separated part of the \,/ave equation [i .e. V" = 

(k2 _ w2/l(z))vJ that satisfies the boundary condition at l = :lb. 

Formally our treatment will be restricted to (zO .2 z 2 zb)' however, a 

similar development for (0 .2 Z 2 zO) is easily derived. 

It is easy to show that dW/dz is zero so that W is independent of 

depth. Al so, vie are free to speci fy the val ue of U ·and V at one depth. 

For convenience replace U and V by Q and ij where Q(zb) = ij(zb) = 1. It 
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follows then that in the limit Z + zb W = W = [i ib(l-R) - (l+R) _ p zb 
U' (zb)]/(l+R). Therefore ~ can be expressed as 

~ = -2 
(l+R) U(Zo) V(Z) Jo(kr) kdk , 

( i ib - U I ) - R ( i ~b + U I ) 
z~ zb 

For the general sound speed profile it does not appear feasible to separate 

the di rect sound paths from the bottom refl ected paths. However, if the 

water has a constant sound speed then U(z) = exp[i1(zb-z)] and V(z) = 
[exp - i1(zb-z) + R exp ii(Zb-z)]/(l+R). In this case it follows that 

~: 
ii(Z-ZO) 

JO(kr) kdk J: i i(2zb -z-zO) 
Jo(kr) ~ = (i/i)e + (i / i) Re - -....,.... ....---- -- ~ 

~D ~R 

If the bottom reflected field ~R can be measured directly then we have 

1.JlR = 

andR can be de.termined experim~ntally by use of the Hankel Transform 

This is not a practical procedure, however, because quadrature sampling 

\'JQuld be required to determine the real and imaginary parts of ~R' That is 

Real (~R) = PR cos~ and Im(~R) = PR sin¢, where PR is 1/2 the peak to 

peak pressure of the bottom reflected signal and ~ is the phase. In any 

event when realistic profiles are considered it is not possible to separate 

the direct and bottom reflected paths at low frequencies. 
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APPENDIX B: Calculation of R for Many Solid Layers Using Knopoff's 
Method 

The standard methods of solution (i.e. transfer mat~ices or matrix 

inversion) are not useable for the many solid layer model because of 

accuracy, computer storage, and computer run time problems. In this index 

we show how the fast and accurate methods developed in earth wave 

proble~s can be modified for calculation of R. In particular we will use 

the fast algorithm of Schwab (1970) which is based on Knopoff's formula-

tion (Knopoff, 1964). The notation used is that of Haskell (1953). 

Referring to Fig. 10 we choose the potential function for the up- and 

down~going compressional waves in the- layer to be 

~n = ~ [i An cos Pn + Bn sin Pn] exp[i(wt - kx)], 

Also, we choose the potential function describing the up- and down-going 

shear waves to be 

The components of motion and stress in the nth layer are therefore 
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. 
In the above c is the horizontal phase velocity (c = w/k), Un and Wn are 

the horizontal and vertical components of particle velocity, .crn is the 

normal (vertical) stress, and Tn is the tangential (horizontal) stress. 

By separating cf>O into an incident and reflected wave it is easy to 

show that the plane wave reflection coefficient R is given by 

For convenience we set the value of AO == 1. The three interface conditions 

at the water/sediment layer 1 interface· can be written as 

. 
(cont. of W) 

(cont. of cr) 

(cont. of T) 
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Divide the last 2 above equations by Pl and form the matrix of coefficients 

of BO' A1, B1, C1, Dl (this is Knopoff's fast form). 

BO A1 B1 C1 D1 
- - - - - - - -

raO a -r exl 0 - 1 = 0 

0 (Yl-l) 0 Yl rSl 0 = -PO/Pl 

0 0 -Yl rex 1 0 _ (Yl-l) = 0 

Now modify the basis vectors so that the interface conditions can be 

within in the following matrix form 

1 0 -1 0 +1 t BO r aO 

0 (Yl-1) 0 Y1 0 Al 

0 0 -Y, 0 (y,-l) X B, ra, 

Cl rS' 
D, 

A2 
/ttl 

Now -8'01 ve fo-r-BO !lShlg C-r.amer'"s- Rul e 

BO ro.O - = 
1 
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The elements inside the dashed areas designated ~R are the elements of the 

Rayleigh determinant. Fast and accurate methods are finding I~RI have been 

developed (as mentioned before) ,because the zeroes of I~RI determine the 

phase velocity of earthquake waves. Finally we can write 

0 -1 0 1 I 
I 

BO raO 
o -Yl 0 {Yl-l)1 

I~sl ___________ 1 
= = 

(PO/Pl) Yl-l 0 Yl 0 I I~RI 
I 

0 -Yl o (y,-l)! 
------- ___ ,_-1 

In the above I~RI is the Rayleigh determinant and I~sl is the same except 

for the first row. The fast methods developed for calculation of I~RI can 

be used to evaluate l.6.s l. It follo\A!s then that the plane wave reflection 

coefficient can be written as 
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